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MtsstoN
1. To evolve a total system solution-model for

school education that deliver quality education
on a large scale.

2. To find such schooling policies and solutions
that would allow children from poor families to
attend the school regularly without fear or
apprehension.

3. To find such schooling policies that would allow
first generation learners from poor families to
match the learning levels of children from
higher socio-economic categories.

4. To minimize and try to eliminate gender based
inequalities in school attendance and learning
attainments.

5. To develop organizational capacity to implement
the program at a substantial scale, in many
geographies, so as to directly impact the
education of large number of children, and to
establish that the new solutions are not merely
a one-off demonstration units but a policy
option to be considered by adoption by the
Government and others, on a large scale.

6. To generate credible evidence of the program
impact through commissioning of independent
assessment of program performance.

7. To join the process of informing the overall
policy-program formulation by the Government
in the area of school education



Gyan Shala z0t4-ts
Highlights

Gyan Shala emerged as one of largest non-Government
school education program in lndia in 2014-15, which (i)
ensured high learning outcomes for around 45000 urban

slum children in its own school-classes, in nine cities in

four states, and (ii) worked with almost half a million
children in around 7,300 Government schools for quality

improvement to strengthen foundation stage, grades 1-3.

Gyan Shala has not initiated skill development which,
in our judgment, requires a foundation of effective
school education, if aimed at better employment. Our
program for adolescent girls, therefore, focused on

overcoming their weak schooling base. Gyan Shala also

did not take up supplementary education programs for
government school children, since evidence of their
utility for long-term sustainable improvements in

learning levels ls yet to be established.

Continuing past trend, Gyan Shala obtained independent
evidence of its children performance, which was found

to be at an average level of lndia's best schools, though
its per child cost was a small fraction of elite or
Government schools'cost. Gyan Shala also consolidated
its record of being effective on a large scale, while
addressing the specific issues faced by poor urban and

rural children.

The success of Gyan Shala is built on its innovative

schooling model whose three key design features are (i)

focus relativelv more on children's capability to learn

than on enhancing teachers' capacity to teach, and (ii)

re-engineer class teacher role into a team effort of a 6

tier team, thus brining high quality curriculum designing
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close to the classroom, on a large scale, and (iii) take an

overall system-organization perspective to the design a

school program, instead of looking at only teachinB-learning-

curriculum processes. Gyan Shala runs school classes close

to the residence of children so young, 6 years old, children,

particularly girls, do not face any social or economic

constraint in attending classes. The classes are furnished

with good furniture and are well lighted and ventilated.

The children are provided high quality learning material,

including daily worksheets for each subject streams, and

other stationary items, free of charge. The curricular plan

and schedules reflect world-wide best practices, while

meeting state-national curricular norms. The teachers are

provided continuous training, teacher guides for each day,

and supervisory support.

Program Evolution

Gyan Shala had started its elementary program, covering
grades 1-3, in Ahmedabad, and its initial expansion, both
geographical and vertically up to grade 10, took place in

Guiarat. Starting with the study by Poverty Action Lab in

2004, and later annual assessments by the Educational

lnitiative (El), over 2008-2015, and through program

rating by CfBT in 2010 & 2013, a considerable body of
evidence has been accumulated to indicate that
Gyan Shala children perform on par with lndia's and UK's

good schools, though extra-curricular aspects are

inadequate. This level of performance has been achieved

in spite of the absence of parental support for studies

which is common in middle and upper income families,

absence of pre-schooling, and other socio-economic

handicaps that poor children face, including lower
program cost.

Gyan Shala initiated replication of its program in Bihar in

2007-08, which later attracted support from Government



of Bihar, through Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, and DFID. This

support enabled expansion of the program to a size even

bigger than the one at Ahmedabad, which was much older.

ln the assessment of Bihar program by the Educational

lnitiative (El), in April 2013, Gyan Shala grade 3 children
performed a little ahead of the average of children in

elite CBSE schools of lndia, and also ahead of older
program of Gyan Shala at Ahmedabad,

Overwhelming majority of Gyan Shala children belonged

to weaker economic sections, including minorities and

migrants to cities, and proportion of girls exceeded 50%.

The success of Bihar program indicated that Gyan Shala

model could be replicated without any dilution of quality.

The year 2011-12 saw the conclusion of DFID support,

due to the end of agreement between DFID and the

Government of lndia for DFID'S support for elementary

education, but Gyan Shala could receive acceptance from

Qatar Foundation of the Government of Qatar to continue

and further expand its program. Starting 2012,

Gyan Shala expanded the coverage to three cities in UB

while a small size demonstration unit had started in
Kolkata in 2009 itseli

Gyan Shala had initiated its middle school program in
2006-07, and high school program in 2011-12. The aim

of Gyan Shala is to establish and demonstrate a new

approach to school education, that ensures quality on a

large scale, is cost-efficient, and addresses the specific

needs of urban poor.

Program Profile in 2014 - 15

Gyan Shala educated around 39,212 children in 1,539

classes in nine cities in four states under its elementary
program, covering grades 1-3. The middle school
(grades 4-7) and high school (grades 8-10) pilot programs,



both at Ahmedabad, covered around 2100 and 250 children

respedively. A pilot program to educate school drop-outs,

adolescent girls, also at Ahmedabad, continued to work with
around 200 girls.

As earliet Gyan Shala children took ASSET test of Gyan

Educational lnitiative (El), which enables comparison of
the performance of our children with those in leading

CBSE schools. This test is translated by El in local

language. ln the ASSET test in 2014, grade 3 children in

Gyan Shala scored a little better than the average of
lndia's leading CBSE schools, both in Gujarat and Bihar.

The performance of grade flve and seven children was,

though, a little less than this average for ASSET.

Gyan Shala also get its school program rated periodically

by CfBI, which allows bench-marking against the average

of UK public schools and international schools in Dubai,

which are rated by CfBT. Such a rating in 2013 gave

Gyan Shala an overall rating similar to 35% UK schools

and 50% International Schools of Dubai. The rating of
teaching-learning processes was even better The

summary of ASSET results and CfBT ratings are given in

Annex-1.

Average total annual cost of elementary program per

child was in a range of Rs. 2800-3200 at different places.

Middle school cost was Rs. 5000/- per child, and

adolescent girl's program too costs @ Rs.5000 per

student. These costs were all inclusive, covering teaching,

classroom rental, learning material and management-

administration.

The Protrams

1. Elementary Program (Grades 1-3)

Gyan Shala starts this program in such slums where it finds

lots of children loitering in streets during regular School timing,
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which is taken as a more effective evidence of children

dropping out of school system compared to any formal

survey which might or might not show universal enrolment.

Gyan Shala program is run like any formal school, except that

various grade classes are not held in a same buildiq; :!C?rc
instead held in nearby rooms hired within the community

where children live. This ensures that the parents have no

hesitation in sending even a girl child to the school, and

there is no cost of commute to school, either of time or
transport cost.

Classrooms have furniture suitable for children and functional

lighting and ventilation. The State-national curriculum is fully

implemented so children can transfer to any other regular

Bovernment or private school into the next grade class on

completion of any grade education in Gyan Shala. Class

duration is kept 3.5 hours, without any break (here, children

are allowed to have individual break for either drinking water

or attending natural requirement on an individual basis as per

their needs, so as to avoid academic time loss of the group.)

Classes are held for a minimum of 220 days in an academic

year Our reviews have shown that the number of hours of
class-time devoted to the core subiects of language, math

and pre-science/ math/ EVS was comparable to full day

schools, as there are no break or intermission in 3-5 hours

of class. On completion of three years elementary module,

most children are mainstreamed in regular schools in grade

4, except for a small group in Ahmedabad who continues in

grade 4 Gyan Shala classes, who are mainstreamed in higher

grade classes later in reco8nized schools, according to the

preference of children-parents, using the provisions under

the Right to Education (RTE) act.

The children get a free education, including free supply of

book, stationary and learning material. An attempt is made to

secure part financial support of the Government through

L



Middle School Program

After stabilizing the elementary program by 2005, Gyan Shala

initiated Middle School program for grades 4-7 in the year 2005,

with a major change in program design, by introducing subject

teacher for each subject. Another major change was elimination

of the cadre of supervisor between the teachers and curriculum

design and teacher training team. The frequency of teacher

training, too, was doubled in middle school compared to

elementary

Most children joining middle school program come from

Gyan Shala elementary classes, though occasionally a child

mi8ht join from some other school too. Gyan Shala holds that
the State and national curriculum for science and math needs

to be somewhat speeded up in early middle schoolclasses, so

the transition from middle school to high school stage is less

abrupt, so Gyan Shala children could cope with this without
additional tutorial support, which a majority of children from

economically higher income group avail of. Gyan Shala also

holds that middle school is the critical stage to institute

conceptual and theoretical clarity which shall shape the good

performance in secondary and higher secondary stages. But,

unfortunately, the household responsibility of most children

does not permit them to devote any more than 4.5 hours of
class time to their studies, with other time spent on

supporting their household's economy.

As yet, Gyan Shala has not discovered an effective mix of large

scale financing of the middle school program. There is no Govt.

scheme under which this program could be supported even by

sympathetic officers. We charge Rs. 100/- per month from the
parents, which is close to the top of the paying capacity of
poor parents that Gyan Shala serves, but it amounts to only

75% ol program cost. No children, however, is denied

education in case of inability to pay. The donor support is

deterred by the perception that this m might be



Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), which also enables the supply

of mid-day meal. More than 70% of program cost is mobilized

through private donations.

The educational support to the children is delivered by a

6 tier academic team. The class teachers are recruited
from the community so they are comfortable in working
in poor community setting. The class teachers for grade

1-3 are required to have passed higher secondary though
many young graduates too take up the job. One senior
teacher is engaged to supervise every 8-10 classes, who
must have a graduate education. The teachers-teams are

supported by a two tier team of curriculum desiSners and

teacher trainers for various subject streams. A group of
senior supervisors takes care of administrative aspects in

the field and insulated educational processes from other
disturbances.

ln 2014-15, the number of classes and children at various

locations were as under.

s.
N,

Cenlers Children Boys Girls

1 Ahmedabad 4LL 9236 4468 4768

Surat 64 1534 728 806

3 Palna 488 12650 5744 5905

4 Mu:affarpur 155 4627 2185 2442

5 Bihar sharif 102 2594 1161 1433

6 Kolkata 18 1837 919 918

7 Lucknow 75 2168 1052 1115

8 Kanpur 90 2453 1082 7371

9 Farukhabad 76 2113 1012 1101

1539 19212 18352 20860

I

Localion

The program team conducts two written and two oral

assessments in each grade to assess children's progress

and plan remedial-corrective steps. These records are kept

along with monthly attendance of all children.



violating RTE provisions which it does not. This has kept

Program expansion under check.

ln 2014-15, the middle school program had classes

covering 1600 children, as per details in the following
Table 2.

Grades Children Boys Girls

4 2t 872 378 434

23 582

18 413 202 211

7 75 172

Total 84 21s8 7027 1131

The summary of ASSET test results for grades 5 and 7 are

indicated in the tables in the earlier section on elementary
program.

Hieh Srhsol P@ffam

Gyan Shala noticed that most parents in the slums are

extremely reluctant to send teen-aged and adolescent girls

to distant schools at high school stage. Further, household

demands to contribute to family's economy makes it
difficult for the adolescent boys also to find time for a full
day high sghool. Gyan Shala has, therefore, launched its
High School program in 2011-12, under the provision of
open Schooling, which enables a flexible duration study
program close to the residence of children. The educational
goals of high school program, however, have not been

diluted and we are targeting that this program too would
generate children's performance on par with lndia's leading

schools, thus opening the possibilities of professional

education and future life tra.iectory for 6yan Shala children

coming from poor families.

Centers

5 268 314

5

351 179



State Board Examination Performance of Grade 10:

ln the year 2014-15, the second batch of the students

took the Board Exams for Grade 10. Out of 55 students,

41 students passed the test, which shows 74.54
percentage of students passing. ln the same year, in the
state of Gujarat, for all the students, percentage was

only 55. Thus, passing percentage of Gyan Shala is

worthy of appreciation, as the program deals with all

lower socio-economic strata of the population compared

to the entire state. While comparing the same with the
first batch's passing percentage which was 72, there is

also some improvement. ln the coming years, more

efforts are being planned, so as to get the good results.

We expect the program design to stabilize over the next

4-5 years. Being a pilot scale program in its development
phase, per child cost of this program is high, but it should

stabilize at around Rs. 7500/- per child per year when it
reaches the scale of existing middle school program.

ln 2014-15, this program had 3 classes of grade 8 and 2

classes each in grades 9 and 10, covering a total of 223

children, as mentioned in the Table 3.

Grades Centers Children Boys Girls

8 3 101 62 39

9 2 54 34

10 2 58 r7

Total 7 133 90

The cost per child of various programs in Gyan Shala

comes to less than 1/3" of per child cost in Govt. schools,

and even lower compared to private schools, whose
quality Gyan Shala matches.

30

41

223



Adolescent Girls Program

lndia has succeeded in ensuring close to universal

school enrolment but the rate of drop out before
school completion remains very high, particularly

among girls. This was more so in the past so in all

states, a majority of adolescent girls, partlcularly in

backward states are as if un-schooled. Since women/
mothers' education is a key determinant of family's
welfare and children's future, the education of
adolescent girls to a state close to school completion
is an important national priority. lndia has had many
programs of 'training' of adolescent girls, in skills

related to reproductive health or employment, but not
many have tried to compensate for the absence of
school education. With support from Packard
foundation, Gyan Shala launched a 3 year program of
the education of adolescent girls living in slums of
Ahmedabad in 2009. The aim was to develop and

implement such a module that would bring the girls to
a level close to Brade 7 level education.

The design and implementation of this program has posed

complex challenges, the biggest of which related to very

large diversity of capability-interest among the target
group of girls, and the competitive demands of normal life,

which made it very tough for the girls to attend the classes

located in their community regularly even for 3 hours of
duration, and continue the process for 3 years. After
detailed review of first 3 year's experience, this program

has been re-casted as a two year program with less

academic orientation, but which shall still aim to inculcate

educational mind-set of a grade 7 student. This new design

has been launched in 2013, whose impact has been

determined by tests conducted by Vidya Bhawan Society,

through comparison of base-line and end-line tests



administered by external expert agency. Also, Gray Matters

lndia Pvt. Ltd. also carried out Program lmpact Assessment

through the detailed comparison of Control group and

Treatment group, which showed that treatment group has

achieved more with compared to the Control group in

subject specific skills namely Language, Math and Science.

It was also found that treatment group also showed higher
percentage in non-cognitive domain such as socio

emotional well being.

Prof. Leela Visaria, of Gu.iarat lnstitute of Development

Research (GIDR), also has been invited to understand and

analyze the program impact from development perspective.

Should Gyan Shala succeed in developing a cost-effective

and fundionally sustainable model, this could emerge a

strategically important program and growth area. ln 2014-15,

a total of 200 girls have continued studies in 15 centers

which is going to end in July 2015.

Government Schools Proqram

Due to excellent learning levels in our slum classes,9 Gyan

shala has been invited to introduce similar model pradices

in selected Government schools. This program was first

taken up in 37 municipal schools in Ahmedabad over

2008-2011, which showed improvements in children's

learning levels of 25-55%, across subjects and grades. ln

2012-13, Gyan Shala was invited for similar partnership for
7300 government schools in four districts of Bihar. ln

2014-15, around 0.5 million children in grades l and 2 were

brought under this program. Over years, the proSram will

expand to cover grades 1-3, and Gyan Shala hopes to expand

that to other states too.



External Assessment:

1). CfBT Rating: As mentioned, Gyanshala strives to
improve its practices by involving credible agencies

to rate various organizational processes with a

focus of students achievements. CfBT lndia Pvt. Ltd.

has conducted review and rank different aspects of
the organization. Snap-shot of some of the
interesting findings of the CfBT report is presented

herewith. lnternal assessment is considered
weaker, in both cases, in Ahmedabad as well as in

Patna, compared to other parameters. Gyan Shala

has planned to improve that in the coming years.

stud.it! elEinmdn and proglas

Std.nls p.rsoo.l .nd i..i.l {hvelogndt

T.adfu ..d L.aming

Asrssrn€nt

Qu.lE of c1Jdculum

H..lth and s.ftty

P.rhersl p witi p.ruts

L!.d.rship and M.n.t!m.lt

2

l

3

3

Prcgrcss in all key subieds ol Science, Math ond Prcied wort
in both primory ond middle schds wos judged os Acceptable

Kev Strenqth
Relationship with other students and

All students listen to their teacheB*-"- ' staff were resp€ctful and cordial.
who are their 'curus' leadinr th.m -.'"'"' They actively partrcipate in the day
to lirht and wisdom from darkness--'- '--- to day activities of the centare. Ttey
and ignorance. A sens€ ol brotherhood ..

adhered to the (entare's rules and
oewades the centares.

reSulations and followed healthy

hapits promoted bytheir teachers.

1

1

1

1

----

E
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Overall perlormance of Gyan Shala €entres in Ahrnedabad is Acceptable

005 115 215!t5 1



Overall pedormance ot 65 .entres in Patna is A.ceptable

stu(ffi ,ttiinment and pro!ru.s

Stud.nB peGoial and mi.l de*looient

Tea.hint .nd Le.rning

l'!r!ssment

Qu.lity of cunkutum

Herlth .nd Srety

Plrh.llhip lNith parunts

t .dedip and ManalenEnt

2

3

I
1

7

3

3

0 0.5 11,52!.t, t.ta

Kev strenshts Recommendations

lnterndlizotion method ol leorning lntrcduce indoot octivities such os chess,

carcn boord, business, cjlinese checkr

Activitiet thot engoqes oll studenB. etc lot extended leoning

Emphosis on key subjects thot lits lhe Develop pottnership ,tt/ith componies/

insttuclionol time ol three hours. schools thot ollow the students to use

their tcf locilities

2). Student Performance Assessment by Education

lnitiatives (El), Ahmedabad:

Education lnitiatives conducted their benchmarking
ASSET assessments of students in Grade 3, 5 and 7.

ASSET tests are taken by students of good CBSE

schools for children coming from elite class.

ln Grade 3, learning in Math and EVS subjects was

tested, while in Grades 5 and 7, three major
subjects Language, Math and Science have been

tested. Snap shots of the result is shared herewith.
ln Grade 3, Gyan Shala students have scored better
scores than average scores of children in good CBSE

schools. ln Grades 5 and 7, scores of Gyan Shala

children is lesser. Gyan Shala middle school team
has started active efforts in this direction, so that
the children can perform better

2
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Sharins from the communities :

Suhana : ( Her picture on the cover page l
Suhana Khatoon from a slum of Metiabruz in Kolkatta,

shares, "l could not get admission in a formal school, as

having no arms since birth. Schools categorized me as a

special child and suggested my parents to send me to a

special school. But my parents could not afford my everyday

travel. They thought that it is my fate to remain uneducated.

But, it was not my fate, as Gyanshala, in our slum allowed

me to study. I can read and also write with my two legs and

participate in group activities. Now my parents, with lots of

dreams for me, want me to study further. Gyanshala helped

me to realize my potential. Without Gyanshala, I would be

idle at home tagged as special child..."

Tulsi : (Her picture on the cover page)

Tulsi Khetaji Meghwal, a daughter of a vegetable vendor, is

one of the bright student of GyanShala. She has studied up to

Grade 7 in Yogeshwar nagar Vasna in Ahmedabad. She could

score Distinction in Grade 12 in Science stream and now on

her way to become an Engineer. She shares, "Gyan Shala has

given me an opportunity to study within community, so girls

like me from migrant marwadi population has been able to

start in the middle school. lf there is not Gyanshala, I would

not reach up to this stage orneverhave dreamt of becoming

an Engineer. My elder sister got married at young age and she

has not studied like myself."

Shaikh Habibi: (community Teachei in Oombay Hotllarea, Ahmedabad)

Shaikh Habibi shares that " While working with Gyan Shala

and having been exposed to various training programs, my

personality has changed and my self confidence has boost up.

lwas not going out alone from my house before, but now I

am so much confident and also travel in the city, my family

members, my father and brother, ask me about routes to reach

at particular destination if they have to go somewhere."



Financials and donors

The key financials for the last three years are indicated

below. The trust income has risen up by 25% over a

period of 3 years, in spite of onset of RTE, which had

put severe constraints on the growth of Gyan Shala

model.

Items 2013-74

Total Earnings 99975517 14r847963

Total Expenditure 86495281 957726t2 140313299

surplus 1179283 3263885 1534654

TotalAssets 14048551 84829635

The Program cost per child's education in different
programs was as follows.

2072-13 2014-15

Elementary-Gui. 2749 3431 3137

Elementary-Bihar 2369 2389 2s48

Middle school 42t4 4938 4423

High school 12497 13100 13279

4573 5545 4571

)

A relatively high cost of elementary program in Gujarat

compared to Bihar is due to its age, with most

employees having much longer experience, and hence

higher salary. High School program is of very small size

and is in development phase, but its long-term cost
will be only a little higher than of middle school
program.

2012-13 2014-15

8767 4554

12434079

Program 2013-14

Adolescent Girls



Major donors in the last 3 years were as under.

2012-13

DFID 47154338 0 0

SSA-Government 5273758 11745132 13720312

EAC-Doha 8075020 43457424 70875408

MSDF 18097374 21601458 23835628

I{alanda Foundation 218983 7780945 5000072

Packard Foundation 3396406 3993036 4329895

E& H Foundation 0 374616s

Key lndiYiduals 2466985 3935775 1196952

t

Donor 2013-14 2014-15

2003835

Publications about Gyan Shala:

Print links

1. PAt, MIT/USA research report at:

{htto://www.oovertvactionlab.orslevaluation/comolement-

or-substitute-effect-technoloqv-student-achievement-india)

2. DFID, UK Gov. research report at:

{http://r4d.dfi d.gov.uk/pdf/outputs/ORt E/GyanShala_

Scalibil ity_Replica bility_through-Private_l nvestment. pdf )

3. Report in lndian Express by the Professors of Hong

Kong University and New York University, USA about
Gyan Shala program, available at:
{htto://indianexoress.com/article/ooinion/columns/
schooled-aqainst-innovation/SyB0U5RdXst8.email

4. The book by Fenton Wheelan of McKinsey and
ACASUS has described Gyan Shala of India and BRAC

of Bangladesh as exemplar program meeting
UN development goals for education ol 2020,
availableal@
- Le o r n i n a -Ch o I I e n a e - Re po rt. pdf J



5. "California Management Review" paper by Sushil

Vachani and N. Craig Smith, http://cmr.berkelevedu
/search/articleDetail.asox?article=5471.

6. ]ournal of Educational development", paper by Colin Bangay

and Michael Latham, {http://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/article/pii/507380593120011981.

Video Links

1. l.lnterview with Founder bv lnsaan
httos://www.voutube.com/watch?v=m2-z9vb66Uc

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

LVideo bv lnsaan of GS: httos://vimeo.comh39109942
httos://www.voutube.com/watch?v=xWiM NfGVnVM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-d5csKhYEQ
https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=x35CxeAJSkc
httos://wwwvoutube.com /watch?v=Gibn2cPMsas
httos://www.voutu be.com/watch ?v=WDXiOq rfe R8

https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=844dmSikzws



Governing Board

1. Arvind Sharma

Chairman - Leo Burnett, lndia

2. Bharat M. Vyas

Dairy Management Consultant

3. Pankaj Jain - Chief Excutive Officer

Development Management Consultant

4. Tushaar Shah - Chairman

Senior Scientist - lnternational Water

Management lnstitute, Colombo

5. Veena Mistry

Education Advisor

5. Pulak Prasad

Founder-CEO

7. K. P. Mohanan

Professol lISER, Pune

8. Permanent lnvitee

Sudhir Mankad
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Gyan Shala Project

42, Tapovan Society, 2nd Floor,

Above Bank Of Baroda, Manekbagh,

Nr. Naheru Nagar, Ahmedabad-380015.
Tel : (91)-79-2 6604840, 26604940
e-mail : pjain2002@yahoo.com

web, : www.gyanshala.org
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